In this note we show that a linear continuous and tame extension operator from the space of analytic functions on a closed irreducible subvariety V of Cd exists if and only if V is an algebraic variety.
Let M be a Stein space. We will denote by tf(M) the Fréchet space of analytic functions on M equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. If F is a closed subvariety of M, the question as to whether one can find a continuous linear extension operator from tf(V) into tf(M) was studied by various authors. For example, if F is a closed subvariety of Cd , a continuous linear extension operator exists iff every bounded plurisubharmonic function on V reduces to a constant (see [12] ), and this in turn is equivalent to the statement that tf(V) and tf(Ck) are isomorphism as Fréchet spaces, d -dim F; see [2] (cf. [1, 7, 11] ). In this note we take up the question of existence of continuous extension operators from subvarieties of Cd, in the category of graded Fréchet spaces and linear tame operators.
Recall that a graded Fréchet space {X, \\ \\k} is a Fréchet space X with a fixed fundamental system of seminorms {|| ||*} generating its topology. Alinear operator T from a graded Fréchet space {Xo, \\ \\k} into a graded Fréchet space {X\ ,||*} is called a linear tame operator in case there exist positive constants A and B such that Vfc 3Q > 0 such that \T(x)\k < Ck\\x\\Ak+B Vx£X0.
For further information about this category and its relation to implicit function theorems in Fréchet spaces we refer the reader to [4] (cf. [10] ).
In the Fréchet space tf (Cd) we consider the grading where for n sufficiently large Kn = Dn n V . We begin by recalling a result of Djakov and Mitiagin on the structure of polynomial ideals (see [3] 
(ii) Ker Ro = {/ £ tf(Cd) : f\ V = 0}, R2 = R0 . Fix a large w0 so large that ^^ -f » 1, and set K = A^mo = Dmo n V.
We let L = {u £ PSH(C¿): 3q = a(u) such that w(z) < ln(l -I-||z||) + a for z £<Cd} . Now fix a u £ L such that u\K < 0. At this point we need a lemma which is probably well known but for which we could not find a reference.
Lemma. Let p be a plurisubharmonic function on Cd . Then there exist analytic functions fn£tf (Cd) and positive integers c" suchthat
Proof. First choose a sequence {p"} of continuous plurisubharmonic functions such that pn I p pointwise on Cd (see [5, p. 48] ). Let Bn = {z e Cd : \\z\\ < n}, and choose a sequence of positive numbers {e"}" decreasing to zero. For each n there exists a natural number p(n), entire functions {Í/"}í=i,...,í(h) anc* p(n) natural numbers {cf}i=x,...,P(n) suchthat ln|F"(z)| and denote the resulting sequence by {Ga}. We also use the same rule to enumerate {cf} and denote the resulting sequence by {ca} .
Let Ca i=X
Now fix a point zeC¿ say z £ Bn ■ For n > N, our construction yields
On the other hand for a > kn , since ya(z) = (ln|.F/(z)|)/c¿ for some s > n and some i between 1 and p(s), we have in view of (2), (4) ya(z) < ps(z) + es < pn(z) + e" .
Let e > 0 be given. Choose M such that zm < £ and M > N. Then (3) and (4) On the other hand, since u < 0 on K, in view of Hartog's lemma (this time on the variety V ; see [9] ) we have 1/nUo-i < Cec" V« for some C = C(m) > 0.
Fix an no, with /j0 < (mo -I)¡A -B/A . Then for all n we have IIW")lk < C\fn\Ana+B < Cec" for some C = C(m). Therefore,^( z) = ÏÏrrTÏÏrïï^i^^ < 1 for z 6 Dn (7) Í-.Z n C" Now (4) and (5) which is known to be a plurisubharmonic function if 51 is not pluripolar (see [9] ). Taking into account the fact that u is dominated by p on the variety V we obtain sup{u(z);u£L; u<0onK} <AV*(z,D"0) + 1 VzeF.
So our assertion now follows from the following result of Sadullaev (see [9] ).
Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for an analytic set A ç Cd to be a piece of an algebraic set is that for some compact set K c A the function sup{w(z) ; u £ L, u < 0 on K} belongs to LX™C(A).
